Hybrid Teaching Setup Options
Option 1: Flexible Option

Ideal when instructor

- Wants flexibility to move around a little
- Prefers equal focus on instructor and slides
- Seeks to give students at home a classroom-like experience
- Wants access to grid of students at home at all times
- Does not mind bringing a little extra equipment to class
Option 1: Student View

Note: Slides are in a separate window for clear view (moveable)
Can flip so slides big/instructor small

Note: Students in class will see everything as they normally would
Option 1: Instructor View

Note: Student grid is on main classroom PC
Lecture slides/whiteboard are run from laptop
Option 1: Equipment Needed*

Your own laptop**

Wireless Microphone
$40-50

External webcam + USB extension cord
$50-60

Small tripod (optional)
$10-30

* Recommendations available for all

** If you plan to write by hand on a whiteboard good options include new iPad Pro (with USB-C connection), a MS Surface device, or a drawing input device. You can also use the ELMO in the classroom.
Option 2: Stationary Option

Ideal when

- Focus is more on slides than on instructor
- Instructor does not need to move away from on-board camera view / does not need to be visible
- Instructor wants access to grid of students at home at all times
- Instructor wants to keep extra equipment to a minimum.
Option 2: Student View

Welcome to Marketing

Note: Instructor is in a separate window (moveable) but setup best for slides. Can flip so instructor big/slides small.

Note: Students in class will see everything as they normally would.
Option 2: Instructor View

Note: Student grid is on main classroom PC
Lecture slides/whiteboard are run from laptop
Option 2: Equipment Needed*

Your own laptop

Wireless Microphone
$40-50

Optional in this setup

* Recommendations available for all

** If you plan to write by hand on a whiteboard good options include new iPad Pro (with USB-C connection), a MS Surface device, or a drawing input device. You can also use the ELMO in the classroom.
Option 3: Basic Option

Ideal when

- Focus is more on slides than on instructor
- Instructor does not need to move away from on-board camera view/does not need to be visible
- Instructor does not need access to grid of students at home at all times
- Instructor does not want to bring any extra equipment
Option 3: Student View

Note: Instructor is in a separate window (moveable) but setup best for slides
Can flip so instructor big/slides small

Welcome to Marketing

Note: Students in class will see everything as they normally would
Option 3: Instructor View

Lecture slides/whiteboard is run through Zoom on main classroom PC. No option for watching student grid while showing slides/whiteboard
Option 3: No Extra Equipment Needed*

* If you plan to write by hand on a whiteboard good options include new iPad Pro (with USB-C connection), a MS Surface device, or a drawing input device. You can also use the ELMO in the classroom.